
U-Walk: Campus Walkability Audit

Route #: _______ Segment #: ________ Weather: _____________Start Time: _____________ End Time: _____________

14. This segment feels safe for walking

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

7. How many trees are shading the path area?

Rate the following question:

8. There is helpful wayfinding signage:

17. The crosswalk treatment is:

Safety

Rate the following questions:

1. There is significant pathway lighting

Rate the following question:

18. It is easy to cross the street:

2. There are a lot of people around

19. What contributes to making the crossing unsafe?

3. There is potential conflict between pathway users, 

including: pedestrians, cyclists, scooters, etc.

Other: __________________

Under 18

18-24

25-34

12. How wide is the pathway (at its narrowest)

Overall Assessment

Crossings:

Rate the following questions:

6. How much space is between the path and curb?

too long to cross

Traffic signals made us wait

Blocked line of sight (i.e., parked cars,

trees, or plants blocked view of traffic)

Drivers seem to be speeding or

not yielding to pedestrians

Dashed 

Zebra

Ladder

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree

Lack of pedestrian signalization

Traffic signals did not provide

stop signal (HAWK)

Overhead pedestrian

16. What types of signalization does the crossing 

have?

Solid

Standard

Continental

No signalization

Pedestrian crossing signs

Yellow flashing lights

on pedestrian walk signal (RRFB)

with Ped push button

Signalized intersection

Comfort:

None

1-2

3-5

6+

5. How many driveways, alleys, or parking lot 

entrances must you cross?

9. What are the number of public transit stops, 

including the campus shuttle and Trax stations:

5+

No sidewalk

<4 feet

4-8 feet

Other: __________________

11. How many connections does the segment have to 

other pathways?

0

1-2

3-4

At edge

<5 feet

>5 feet

________________

10. What amenities do you see along the route (select 

all that apply)

None

Which race or ethnicity best describes you? 

American Indian or Alaskan Native

Black or African American

13. This segment is attractive for walking

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

15. Any problems during your walk?

(select all that apply)

8+ feet

Unattractive surroundings

Lacked personal security

Lack of maintenance

Too much high-speed traffic

No problems

Other:______________________

A person who has cognitive difficulties

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Hispanic

Female

Male

Nonbinary

To which gender identity do you most identify?

adequate time to cross

Auditor Information:

Student

Faculty 

Staff

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree

Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

None of the above

Other, please specify: _______________

A person who is blind or with low vision

A person who is deaf or has a hearing loss

Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

What is your university affiliation?

How old are you?

A person who has reduced mobility

White/Caucasian

Other: ____________

I prefer not to answer

Participant ability range

A person who is using a wheelchair

Other or

Prefer to self-describe: _______________

If the pathway is not next to a road, select >5 feet

Other:__________________________

4. What are the conflicts with other pathway users?

Failing to stop at pathway intersection

Rolling on designated footpaths

Traveling dangerously on shared paths

Maneuvers that put other path

users in danger

Parking bikes or scooters in places that

 block the footpath

There are no real problems

Transit shelters

Trash bins

Benches or places to sit

Artwork (sculptures, murals, etc.)

None

1-4

5-8

9-12

13+

Infrastructure:

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree

Bicycle racks
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